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Much to my glad surprise, one narrative believer 1 was plucky enough to respond to
30 Questions for a Narrative Believer!

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

30 Questions for a Narrative Believer

Do you (or did you) believe the COVID narrative? If so, would you be willing to

answer some questions? All I ask is that you honestly engage with the questions. I

promise to listen attentively and respectfully. Your responses may help me and

many others answer questions of historic importance…

Read more
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While I received numerous responses from narrative skeptics (which I plan to share
later—I’m still trying to find time to read them all), this has been my first (so far)
from someone who identifies as pro-lockdown, pro–social distancing, pro-masking,
pro–school closures, and pro-vaxx (although against mandates and vaxxports).

I am grateful to this individual for his willingness to participate as well as to his wife,
the reader who shared these questions with him. I will be referring to her as CA and
to him as CAH (“CA’s husband”) to keep the spotlight off of them specifically and
instead on the exchange, which I feel was cordial and I hope will open the door for
further exploratory conversations between the two of them.

For ease of reading, I have interspersed the original questions (formatted as pull
quotes to distinguish from his comment), removed the repetition of those questions
in our responses, and inserted my follow-ups to each of his answers rather than just
dumping his comment followed by my lengthy response.

CAH: Hi, I’m using my wife’s account who thinks that Covid vaccines are dangerous
(like most of those who read your article). (CA here, taking a moment to specify, while my
husband takes a call...I think the mRNA platform holds promise for quick crisis response, but
understand the technology to be in its infancy. I also understand the lipidnanoparticles to be
inflammatory, taking spike protein indiscriminately and uncontrollably throughout the body
and past protective membranes...)

I took the 2 shots and happy to have done so: I thought (back then) that the benefits
outweigh the risks. I have read many of my wife’s articles, talked about this issue for
18 months now. We are part of a multicultural church (in Montreal) and thus have
heard stories from multiple countries (Latin America, Africa, etc). Most of the people
in our church have chosen to take the shot (including many elderly). I have yet to see
someone dying from the vaccine...

MAA: Thank you so much for taking the time to share your thoughts, CA’s Husband!
(I hope it’s okay that I call you that since I don’t know your name :-)

You are the first person on your side of this issue who has been brave enough to
respond, and I sincerely applaud your willingness to engage.

When you say you thought “the benefits outweigh the risks,” what are those benefits
exactly? Since it is now widely recognized even in mainstream media that the
injection doesn’t keep you from getting or spreading COVID, nor does it prevent
hospitalization or death (indeed, the numbers for both are far higher in the injected
as I shared in several hyperlinked references in the original article), I am curious to
hear what benefits you perceive and why those are worth the well-documented risks
of debilitating injuries and death (1,471,557 adverse events reported to the CDC
through November 25, 2022; that includes 32,508 deaths—37 percent of which
occurred within the first week of injection).

You said, “I have yet to see someone dying from the vaccine.” How many people have
you seen die of starvation? Malaria? Diarrhea? Tuberculosis? Meningitis? Homicide?
Tsunamis?

But you certainly wouldn’t say people don’t die of those causes, correct? 

Your reliance on your personal experience for drawing conclusions about the larger
objective reality reveals several cognitive biases, including:

1. Availability heuristic, which is described by its coiners Amos Tversky and
Daniel Kahneman as “whenever [one] estimates frequency or probability by the
ease with which instances or associations could be brought to mind” [or
conversely, the absence of them, as in your case].

2. Base rate fallacy, which occurs when people base decisions on their personal,
specific experience instead of “objective, statistical information” and can cause
them to “make inaccurate probability judgments.”

3. Illusion of explanatory depth, which tricks us into believing we understand a
concept in greater depth than we actually do.

These are compounded by the overarching cognitive biases affecting the
experimentally injected in general, the following being but two examples among
many:

1. Commitment bias, which pretty much applies to everyone who chose to get
injected based on a set of information now proven fallacious but have failed to
adjust their perspective in light of new information. This is considered a “barrier
to personal growth” and often prevents people from recalibrating despite
substantial evidence compelling them to do so. Sunk cost fallacy is closely
related to this bias.

2. Ostrich effect, which involves avoiding negative information and often
exacerbates the situation by causing the person to postpone facing a problem
that snowballs in severity the longer it is ignored.

CAH: In this whole discussion, people seem to forget:

there are other governments involved in this whole story, some of them not on
friendly terms with the US (such as Russia, Cuba, Iran, ...). Most of them chose to
vaccinate their people (often with worse vaccines)

There are other vaccines beside Pfizer and Moderna (I believe there are a dozen
vaccines in the world). Different vaccines are encouraged by various
governments.

MAA: I’m not clear on your point here—are you saying that because other
governments chose worse vaccines, that means the US government’s 1.4 million
reports of adverse events are okay by comparison?

Your second point—that there “are other vaccines beside Pfizer and Moderna”—
again doesn’t make any sense to me. I and many others have documented the harms
caused by other vaccines, including Johnson & Johnson (Janssen) and AstraZeneca.
Janssen, as you likely recall, was even temporarily pulled from the market early on
due to its association with thrombosis and Guillain-Barré syndrome. That other
vaccines are also causing injuries doesn’t negate the fact that Pfizer and Moderna are
doing so, too.

CAH: I think the whole article has an arrogant tone to it (the title, to begin with.
Unless, you use the plural “Narratives”). If a true discussion is sought, the wording
has to be less offensive...

MAA: Regarding your point about the arrogant tone, I do apologize for coming
across that way. As I mentioned in response to other commenters questioning the
use of “narrative believer,” I honestly tried to think of a succinct term that could be
used to describe those who align with the media’s presentation of the various facets
of this topic, and this was the most neutral one I could come up with (I intentionally
avoided “Covidian” as there are kindhearted, intelligent, decent individuals who
believe the narrative without being full-blown cult believers). 

“Narratives” doesn’t work because I’m referring specifically to the statements the
media, pharmaceutical corporations, governments, and allied agencies propagated
about COVID. If you have any suggestions on an alternative descriptor to use instead
(shorter than “People Who Believed What the Media Told Them About COVID” ;-), I
welcome your ideas.

Now to your answers …

1) What is your overall perception of what has occurred since COVID entered the scene
nearly three years ago, and how has your thinking evolved on the following topics over

time (if it has)?

a) lockdowns / b) social distancing / c) masking / d) school closures

CAH: I think they [lockdowns] were necessary in the beginning. Historically (if we
learned anything from past diseases such as the Spanish flu, the plagues, etc) it was
the right thing to do. Same for social distancing, masking, school closures.

MAA: Your response to this one especially surprised me as it is now generally
accepted by even the most ardent Covidians that this policy was a catastrophic
failure. Johns Hopkins conducted a widely shared meta analysis in which they
concluded:

“that lockdowns have had little to no public health effects, they have imposed
enormous economic and social costs where they have been adopted. In
consequence, lockdown policies are ill-founded and should be rejected as a
pandemic policy instrument.”

They also published an article in which they noted that:

“COVID-19-related lockdowns, border closings and more may have killed
hundreds of thousands of children under the age of five in the first year of the
pandemic.”

Similarly, UNICEF reported that 150 million more children are now suffering
poverty as a result of lockdowns and related COVID measures.

Is that a cost you’re willing to accept in return for “protection” (failed, clearly) against
a virus with a 99.98-percent survivability rate?

The authors of this Lancet article state:

“We believe that lockdowns kill people through disruption of health services and
deprivation of livelihoods. At the bottom of the global pile, recession is not just a
matter of having less: it is a matter of life and death. When we lockdown, we cause
deaths in the developing world to prolong lives in the developed world.”

b) social distancing

And how exactly did this help, again, when one of the very officials involved in
manufacturing this policy admits it was “arbitrary and not science based”? And it
resulted in the lonely, agonizing final days and deaths of countless individuals like
Holocaust survivor Inge Ginsberg and these poor, tortured elders?

c) masking

This, too, is now well-known to have caused infinitely more suffering than good
(with even Chief Propagandist Leana Wen admitting cloth masks are “not
appropriate” and saying “masking has harmed our son’s language development.”
Mainstream outlets like The Atlantic and NPR are now recognizing the threats of
masking, particularly to children. The long-established scientific consensus that
masking is ineffectual against respiratory viruses was discarded during COVID,
hence Fauci’s notorious flip-flop from conventional health recommendations to
politicized coercion tactics.

You can learn more about the scientific evidence regarding the harms and inefficacy
of masking in this article:
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Letter to the Oregon Health Authority

“Men, it has been well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in

herds, while they only recover their senses slowly, one by one.” —Charles Mackay,

Extraordinary Popular Delusions & the Madness of Crowds (paperback, Kindle,

audiobook…

Read more
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You may also find this 3D visualization showing virus sizes versus masks
informative:

d) school closures

The nonexistent benefits and seismic damage caused by school closures was so
devastating, it merited the writing of an entire book documenting the incalculable
cost to children’s psychological, emotional, and physical health:

The Children’s Inquiry: How the State and Society Failed the Young During the COVID-
19 Pandemic

As the authors note, COVID policies resulted in:

“not only life-changing but also fatal injuries that children have suffered.
Disruption to healthcare services during the pandemic is thought to have caused
some 228,000 additional child deaths in South Asia alone; in England, within
weeks of the first lockdown, Great Ormond Street Hospital reported a 1,493% rise
in cases of abusive head trauma. The case of Logan Mwangi, a five-year-old boy
‘hidden from the outside world’ while isolating with Covid, only to be murdered
by his mother, stepfather and a teenager before his body was dumped ‘like fly-
tipped rubbish’ in a river, is a shocking but sadly not unique example of a child
killed in circumstances where routine safeguards had been disrupted during the
pandemic.”

e) COVID vaccines / f) mandates / g) vaccine passports

CAH: I don’t think Covid vaccines should be compulsory nor the passports. 

MAA: I am relieved to know you feel the vaccines and passports should not be
compulsory. You may be interested to know vaccine passports have been a long-term
goal of governments for years, with this EU Vaccination Roadmap indicating a
desired ETA of vaccine passports as a “deliverable” by 2022:

Watch on

COVID-19 • Get the latest information from
the CDC about COVID-19.

Virus vs. Mask - Size Comparison 3D (Cloth and Surgical Mask)
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Click here or on the image to view the complete roadmap.

h) natural immunity / i) early treatment protocols

CAH: I have yet to see early treatment work (my wife who has done her best to follow
early treatments -- including Quercetin, Vitamin C, Zinc; Ivermectin on day 6) ended
up in the ICU (she’s 44). I had the 2 shots and Covid was just a flu. Since then, we’ve
had Covid 2 more times (at least).

MAA: Once again, you are falling prey to the cognitive biases of availability heuristic
and base rate fallacy as you draw on your personal experience of two individuals
versus the clinical experience documented in hundreds of thousands of success
stories worldwide by physicians and scientists such as Dr. Pierre Kory; Dr. Vladimir
Zelenko; and Dr. Tess Lawrie. Dr. Brian Tyson and Dr. George Fareed chronicled
their successful treatment of 7,000 patients in this book:

Overcoming the COVID Darkness: How Two Doctors Successfully Treated 7000
Patients

You will find numerous citations demonstrating the efficacy of ivermectin, including
dozens of peer-reviewed sources, in the following articles:

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Letter to a Scientifically-Minded Friend

I noticed your pumpkin spice horse dewormer meme on Facebook. I didn’t react

because none of the emojis captured the mixture of sadness, disappointment,

and surprise I felt upon seeing it. I am dismayed to see that you, as scientifically

literate as you are, fell for the pharmaceutical corporations’ smear campaign

against a…

Read more
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Letter to Alex Berenson on World Ivermectin Day

I commend you for agreeing to a debate with Dr. Pierre Kory on ivermectin, Alex. I

know I’ve been hard on you about this, but it is because I expected better from

you. I expected you to objectively reconsider your position in light of the

voluminous scientific evidence…

Read more
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Note that your wife started on Day 6, whereas the crucial window of opportunity for
maximum efficacy of early treatment protocols is the first five days, so that could
account for the lack of impact in her case.

j) free speech vs. censorship

CAH: Obviously, Free speech is important. Unfortunately, there is a lot of
misinformation on social media (ex: someone sharing a video about the pope blessing
pedophile unions; the person believed it to be true and coming from a “trusted
source”).

MAA: I appreciate your acknowledgment that “free speech is important.” You
immediately follow that up with an example of misinformation on social media that I
agree with you anyone would be silly to believe. Is your implication that free speech
is important but less important than protecting people from “misinformation,”
whatever the Ministry of Truth gatekeepers deem that to be? Or are you simply
acknowledging the reality that people will always say and believe silly things but they
have a right to do so and their free speech should be protected as a fundamental
human right?

k) individual rights vs. social responsibility

CAH: There is a balance here. Each crisis has to be handled with wisdom. That’s
where we need leaders of character and wisdom.

MAA: I agree with you regarding the need for “leaders of character and wisdom.”
Unfortunately, the very leaders who exhibited the greatest character and wisdom
(e.g., World Council for Health Founder Dr. Tess Lawrie) were sidelined for those
who exhibited the greatest willingness to promote lies on behalf of pharmaceutical
corporations collecting billions in profits and governments promoting tyrannical
agendas (e.g., the German Bundestag and South African government).

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Profiles in Courage: Dr. Tess Lawrie

“Among other common lies, we have the silent lie—the deception which one

conveys by simply keeping still and concealing the truth. Many obstinate truth-

mongers indulge in this dissipation, imagining that if they speak no lie, they lie not

at all.” —Mark Twain…

Read more
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As far as “balance” goes, that slippery slope has been exploited by totalitarian and
genocidal regimes throughout history, as demonstrated in this piece:
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Letter to the UK Government

“This is the story of a duel. It is a duel between two very unequal adversaries: an

exceedingly powerful, formidable, and ruthless state and an insignificant,

unknown private individual. The duel does not take place in what is commonly

known as the sphere of politics; the individual is by no means a politician, still less

a conspirator or an enemy of th…

Read more
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l) the role of governments, agencies, and influential figures in public health policy

CAH: This is a very country/state dependent answer. Canada was maybe too heavy
handed. Should the government play a role in it? I think so. To what extent? We need
good leaders to make these decisions.

MAA: You make an interesting point in saying, “This is a very country/state
dependent answer.” Why *did* so many countries around the world work in lockstep
to implement the same exact COVID policies, many previously recommended
against during a pandemic by the WHO?

See these articles for more on the one-size-fits-all approach that has been applied
internationally for the first time in history, with plans of ramping up this “One
Health” approach even more for future pandemics:
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Letter to the US HHS Office of Global Affairs

“Governments do like epidemics, just the same way as they like war, really. It’s a

chance to impose their will on us and get us all scared so that we huddle together

and do what we’re told.” —Dr. Damien Downing, President, British Society of

Ecological Medicine…

Read more
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What If They Threw a Pandemic & Nobody Came?

“Single acts of tyranny may be ascribed to the accidental opinion of the day; but a

series of oppressions, begun at a distinguished period, and pursued unalterably

through every change of ministers (administrators) too plainly proves a deliberate,

systematic plan of reducing us to slavery…

Read more
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A Mostly Peaceful Depopulation

I had the great honor of being interviewed by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, Viviane Fischer,

and Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg during Session 111: “Reconstellation” of the Corona

Investigative Committee, whose heroic fact-finding discussions with hundreds of

physicians, scientists, and other experts since July 2020 have formed a crucial

part of…

Read more
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I do appreciate that you recognize Trudeau was too heavy-handed, so it is reassuring
to know you are sensitive to totalitarian tactics.

2) How did you arrive at those views? Did you find you felt one way about a topic initially
and then it changed—and if so, how did it change and why?

CAH: My perspective hasn’t changed much but I knew there were risks involved in
taking the vaccine or not. By looking at the evidence around me (vaccinated ppl dying
vs unvaccinated) I haven’t seen many deaths on either side. However, most of the
elderly I know have been vaccinated.

MAA: (see cognitive biases outlined above)

3) Were you in agreement with most of the people around you, or did some of your friends
or family members see things differently? How did you work through those differences, if

any?

CAH: I have been in contact with people from both camps.

MAA: I am glad to hear you have maintained contact with both camps rather than
remaining in an echo chamber as so many (on both sides) have chosen to do. One of
the goals of these questions was to encourage dialogue between people of differing
perspectives as that is becoming an increasingly rare occurrence in our tribalized
world, which is only fanning the flames of division.

4) Do you tend to consume a range of media representing diverse viewpoints, or do you
pretty much stick to a few trusted sources? If the latter, what do you consider reliable

sources of news and information?

5) Which of these media do you consume, if any (please share the specific outlets you turn
to most often): a) television; b) newspapers; c) magazines; d) radio; e) mainstream news

websites; f) social media; g) newsletters?

CAH: I never watch TV. Mostly internet (Youtube, various news outlets in English,
French, Arab, or German origin). I read pretty much everything that comes on my
computer and draw my own conclusions.

MAA: I am THRILLED to hear you never watch TV, so you’ve already conquered #2
in my 12-step recovery program for menticide.

You sound like you have a balanced media diet and exercise critical thinking when
evaluating sources. This gives me hope that you will do the same when reviewing my
articles and the thousands of references I have provided throughout my work while
setting aside your confirmation bias and other cognitive biases that may prevent you
from approaching this information with an open mind.

6) Which search engine(s) do you use? Do you trust sources like Wikipedia and sites that
present themselves as fact-checkers (e.g., Snopes)?

CAH: Not necessarily.

MAA: Wonderful to hear you practice skepticism and don’t automatically succumb
to authority bias when reviewing sources that present themselves as authoritative.

7) If you had heard the views of the many scientists, physicians, and other qualified
experts presenting data, research, expertise, and informed opinions that contradicted the

narrative being promoted by mainstream media, would you have thought twice before
accepting what the pundits were saying?

CAH: [question skipped, I presume accidentally]

8) Did the use of namecalling (e.g., “anti-vaxxer,” “conspiracy theorist,” “right-wing
extremist,” “misinformation spreader”) cause you to automatically dismiss and avoid

evaluating certain sources for yourself?

CAH: I try not to call people names. Including “narrative believer” ;P

MAA: Haha, touché, CA’s Husband :-) Like I said, I welcome your suggestions for an
alternative term to “narrative believer.”

9) How many COVID shots have you had? How many are you willing to get—and how
often? Do you think once you and your loved ones received the injection, you experienced

a “buy-in” effect and could no longer evaluate the risks objectively?

CAH: 2 shots. I think after having Covid 3 times, I should be good for a while. I think
your question is biased.

MAA: You have had two shots and have gotten COVID three times, and you still
think the shots are effective? :-)

I reviewed my original question, and I see that I asked how many shots you had, how
many you’re willing to get, and how often. I also asked if you think you may have
experienced a “buy-in” effect that impedes your ability to evaluate the risks
objectively. How are any of those questions biased—or were you just making a clever
quip?

10) Does it concern you that vaccine manufacturers have zero liability should recipients
experience any potentially debilitating or even lethal side effects? This is thanks

to emergency use authorizations, and, once those expire, the 1986 National Childhood
Vaccine Act, which shields pharmaceutical corporations from responsibility for damages

if the product is added to the childhood schedule of vaccinations.

CAH: I wasn’t aware that drug companies are liable for anything (except maybe if
they tried to hide information or do something wrong on purpose). I don’t think
Pharma is God.

MAA: Your response to this question is fascinating. I don’t actually know what you
mean when you say you “don’t think Pharma is God,” but I’m guessing you mean they
aren’t infallible and that is why you don’t think they are (should be?) “liable for
anything”?

Forgive me if I’ve misinterpreted your statement, but it sounds like you’re saying
pharmaceutical corporations—unlike every other corporation on the planet—should
not be held liable if their products (unintentionally) cause harm? So if a car
manufacturer, for example, produces a car with an exploding gas tank (h/t Sage
Hana), they should not have to pay compensation to those harmed or the families of
those killed by the explosions?

Outside of emergency use authorizations and products shielded by the 1986 National
Childhood Vaccine Act, pharmaceutical corporations are still liable for damages
from their products, which is why Merck had to pay $4.85 billion in the Vioxx
settlement, for example.

Here is a litany of other lethal and injurious products pharmaceutical companies and
other corporations have profited from (and were eventually found liable for):
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Letter to US Legislators: #DefundTheThoughtPolice

“In 1946 the United Nations General Assembly passed a resolution reading in

part, ‘freedom of information is a fundamental human right, and the touchstone of

all the freedoms to which the United Nations is consecrated.’ This is our

touchstone as well. This is the code of the Voice of America. We welcome the
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touchstone as well. This is the code of the Voice of America. We welcome the

view of others. We seek a free flow of informa…

Read more

6 months ago · 155 likes · 154 comments · Margaret Anna Alice

CAH: Sorry -- I don’t have time for 20 more questions. :(

MAA: No worries that you don’t have time for the remaining 20 questions (I don’t
have time to respond to more responses, myself 

😆

).

You have already exceeded my expectations, and I thank you for sharing your
perspective. I understand if you don’t have time to respond in detail to this comment,
but I do hope you will challenge your cognitive biases and take the time to review
some of the links I’ve provided. I encourage you to discuss your findings and your
journey with CA and hope you will continue to ask questions and apply your critical
thinking skills to the information you encounter.

As mentioned in the original article, I do plan to share responses with my readers, so
please let me know how you would like to be identified if different from “CA’s
Husband” ;-) I can also obscure her name if desired and just use initials (e.g., CA and
CA’s Husband) in the post (addendum: I decided to go with initials as a precaution).

Meanwhile, I wish you and CA a fruitful dialogue; joyful holiday season; and many
happy years to come. Peace and gratitude to you both 

🕊🤗

Note: Inline links have been embedded for ease of reading. I have left mistakes intact for
fidelity.
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Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

GET THE BOOK! The Vapor, the Hot Hat, & the Witches’ Potion: A
Fairy Story

Now Available: The Book! Just a little note to let you know my fairy tale is now

available as a children’s book! Paperback ($12.99 • 8.25x8.25" • premium color •

31 pages) Kindle ($5.99) Also available in Australia, Brazil, Canada, France,

Germany, India…

Read more

a year ago · 17 likes · 23 comments · Margaret Anna Alice

I offer bulk discounts on signed copies of my fairy tale The Vapor, the Hot Hat, & the
Witches’ Potion. Save money, check off your shopping list, and get a memorable gift
that can help accelerate the Great Awakening!

Order now to ensure delivery in time for the holidays. Reply to this newsletter or any
others to email me your order.

Paid subscribers can download the beautifully typeset and illustrated e-book of my fairy tale,
The Vapor, the Hot Hat, & the Witches’ Potion. It is equivalent to the paperback version
(retails $12.99) and much prettier than the Kindle version (retails $5.99). Click here to access
the downloadable PDF (the post will be unlocked once you subscribe).

Two Substackers, Nikontim of Nikontim’s Newsletter and Ely of The Truth Patrol,
chose to answer my 30 Questions as blog posts:

The Truth Patrol

My Response To 30 Questions From Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret anna Alice, writer of "Through The Looking Glass", asked for input about

the Covid narrative. Below is my response.Thanks for reading The Truth Patrol!

Subscribe for free to receive new posts and support my work. Rather than

respond to each individual question Margaret, here is my overview of the whole

Covid environment…

Read more

18 days ago · 22 likes · 1 comment · Ely

Nikontim’s Newsletter

Answer to Margaret Anna Alice's 30 questions

Margaret Anna Alice asked for answers to 30 questions from those who followed

the mainstream covid narrative. I did so for awhile, so I answered. 1)a) lockdowns

b) social distancing c) masking d) school closures e) COVID vaccines f)

mandates – I did believe that all of these measures were necessary to some

degree – I didn’t follow the news a…

Read more

9 days ago · 4 likes · 4 comments · Nikontim

Thanks to Ely and Nikontim as well as the many others who energetically
participated in this challenge! If I’ve missed any or you decide to add your own posts,
please share the link in the comments at the original post so I can find them when
compiling responses for a future post.

I am proud to be listed as a co-signer of Health Freedom Defense Fund’s People’s
Proclamation of Opposition to the G20 Bali Leaders’ Declaration, which I encourage
all of you to sign as well. My dear friend and HFDF President and Founder Leslie
Manookian explains the inspiration behind the Proclamation:

“In light of the G20’s recent declaration, we decided to create The People’s
Proclamation in Opposition to the G20 Bali Leaders’ Declaration, modeled after
the World Freedom Declaration we initiated earlier this year.”

Follow Leslie on Substack for kindred-spirited content (she doesn’t post often, but
what she does post is gold):

Heretic with Leslie Manookian
truth, freedom, wellbeing, current events.

derekcbishop@hushmail.com Subscribe

Check out the petitions sponsored by Interest of Justice at Notice and Demand:

For more details, see StopTheWHO.com and these posts:

James Roguski

Three Days That Will Live In Infamy

CLICK HERE to watch the meetings. Please watch the video below…

Read more

7 days ago · 153 likes · 45 comments · James Roguski

Interest of Justice

WHO Watch: INB Wraps Up Last Day Of Infamous WHO Meeting
About The Pandemic Treaty Draft From Hell. Can It Still Be
Stopped? YES. IOJ's ON IT.

The World Health Organization's Intergovernmental Negotiating Body met

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, December 5-7, 2022 in Geneva to discuss the

conceptual zero draft of the proposed "Pandemic Treaty…

Read more

4 days ago · 17 likes · Interest of Justice

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

What If They Threw a Pandemic & Nobody Came?

“Single acts of tyranny may be ascribed to the accidental opinion of the day; but a

series of oppressions, begun at a distinguished period, and pursued unalterably

through every change of ministers (administrators) too plainly proves a deliberate,

systematic plan of reducing us to slavery…

Read more

2 months ago · 284 likes · 120 comments · Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Letter to the WHO

Your suggestive question contains presuppositional framing that implies this

instrument is a foregone conclusion. I reject that premise. Here are my demands,

however, in a world where this tool exists: 1) Revert to the early 2009 definition of

“pandemic…

Read more

8 months ago · 143 likes · 166 comments · Margaret Anna Alice

See these posts for more details:

James Roguski

Did You Know?

Did you know that the World Health Organization is actively seeking to amend the

International Health Regulations? Did you know that they have been keeping the

proposals secret for more than four weeks? Please watch the video below…

Read more

a month ago · 106 likes · 45 comments · James Roguski

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Letter to the US HHS Office of Global Affairs

“Governments do like epidemics, just the same way as they like war, really. It’s a

chance to impose their will on us and get us all scared so that we huddle together

and do what we’re told.” —Dr. Damien Downing, President, British Society of

Ecological Medicine…

Read more

7 months ago · 118 likes · 74 comments · Margaret Anna Alice

FDA: Stop Censoring Supplement Benefits!

Tell Senate Leadership: Don’t Attach KOSA to Must-Pass Legislation (Using the
Internet Shouldn’t Require an ID)

Tanja Boness of Change & Evolve Letter kindly requested permission to publish 30
Questions for a Narrative Believer as a guest post and podcast:

Change & Evolve Letter

SPECIAL ISSUE #43
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This is a first for me, my very first guest post and I hope not my last. When I read

the brilliant post by Margaret Anna Alice, I felt it is simply not enough to share it, I

wanted this as a guest post on my Change & Evolve Letter. And if you haven’t yet

signed up for her newsletter, I highly recommend you do it right away…

🔥
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signed up for her newsletter, I highly recommend you do it right away…

Read more

7 days ago · 7 likes · 5 comments · Tanja Boness and Margaret Anna Alice

Change & Evolve Letter
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Listen now (20 min) | This is a first for me, my very first guest reading and I hope

not my last. When I first read the brilliant post by Margaret Anna Alice, I felt it is

simply not enough to share it, I wanted this as a guest post on my Change &

Evolve Letter. And if you haven’t yet signed up for her newsletter, I highly

recommend you do it right away…

Listen now

7 days ago · 6 likes · 11 comments · Tanja Boness and Margaret Anna Alice

I found this Thanksgiving post by Yuri Bezmenov truly moving, and not just because
he recommended Are You a Good German or a Badass German? and called it “a
masterpiece about the stress test of human nature we experienced during COVID”
and “the most powerful [article] I’ve read this year”:

How To with Yuri Bezmenov

How To Give Thanks

Comrades: Happy Thanksgiving! To celebrate this uniquely American tradition, I’d

like to raise a glass to you all and express what I am thankful for. I am thankful for

being a father to happy and healthy baby Yulia. She is getting cuter every day, the

ultimate white pill who brings me endless joy and optimism…

Read more

18 days ago · 81 likes · 16 comments · Yuri Bezmenov

Jennifer Depew of deNutrients shared my 30 Questions post here:

deNutrients - News to Use

Two important Substacks - 30 questions from Margaret Anna Alice
and Igor Chudov re serious articles proposing mandating morality
pills to promote the collective good.

Margaret Anna Alice would like our help, considering what we thought, learned,

where we learned it, and other questions about the CoV era. She says, answer

however many, whichever questions you want or all of them; reply in the

comments, or email to the welcome email by subscribing if privacy is preferred.

Please share with others. She is working on a p…

Read more

20 days ago · 6 likes · 1 comment · Jennifer Depew, R.D.

This is not a Substack blog, but I was proud to find my Stack listed in stellar
company at Bloovis’s Avoid These Web Sites post with this hilarious introduction:

Greetings, pfearful pfaithful! As you know, we at the Ministry of Truthiness want
you to avoid information that could contradict our relentless propaganda. So in
this message we’re providing you with a list of web sites that you absolutely,
definitely must avoid if you want to (1) keep yourselves afraid of the Worst Disease
Ever, and (2) continue to comply with all of our useless rules and mandates.

Remember: the following are sites that you must avoid at all costs. Don’t click on
on any of these links! They are all no-good, terrible, bad, awful, anti-science,
racist, and misogynistic sources of misinformation!

If you’re new to my Substack, my Wake-up Toolkit is a great way to get acquainted
with my content. I’ve organized my articles by topic for easy reference and use in
your red-pilling efforts as needed. I recently added sections for Harm to Children
and Dialogues. I will update this to reflect new content as it is published.

Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Wake-up Toolkit

Below you will find my articles organized by topic so you can readily reference and

share them as the need arises. You can also visit my archive to view all of my

content in reverse chronological order…

Read more

21 days ago · Margaret Anna Alice

Click here to see upcoming IPAK-EDU courses, and please use my affiliate code
(MAA1IPAK) to register for any you decide to take.

If you feel the work I am doing is worthwhile and want to make it possible for me to spend
more time writing and researching in my aim to unmask totalitarianism and awaken the
sleeping before tyranny triumphs, please consider supporting me, whether it be by
subscribing, buying me a Ko-fi, or sharing my posts. I thank you for reading, thinking,
sharing, and supporting my work in whichever ways you choose.

Get 30% off a group subscription

Share

Share Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Prefer to donate crypto? You can send Bitcoin using the following code:

bc1ql706rr7vj7c7nzxnqfp9rldw8ddfc20f492jk0

Since crypto transfers are anonymized, I won’t know about your donation. Please drop me an
email by responding to any of my newsletters if you’d like to alert me to your generous gift.

Remember, a subscription to Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass makes for an
intellectually adventurous gift down the rabbit-hole!

Give a gift subscription

Note: Purchasing any items using Amazon affiliate links included in my content will further
support my efforts to unmask tyranny.

1 I apologize to the participant for the use of “narrative believer,” which some have
interpreted as pejorative. I have asked everyone who has expressed this objection
(including him) to please help me come up with a noninflammatory, succinct term that
describes those who accepted the COVID story being told by mainstream media,
governments, pharmaceutical corporations, and agencies profiting from this ever-
fluctuating and yet perfectly synchronized narrative. I am open to suggestions. Meanwhile,
I have used this term in the title of this piece so people understand it includes responses to
30 Questions for a Narrative Believer.

Subscribe to Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass
Hundreds of paid subscribers

Unmasking totalitarianism and awakening the sleeping before tyranny triumphs by
examining media narratives, propaganda, psychology, framing, philosophy, history,
politics, language, literature, film, music, culture, and health with a focus on COVID.
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56 more comments…

Top New Community

50 Reasons to Give Your Child the COVID Shot
Are you wondering if it’s a good idea to give your kid the COVID shot? I know
there’s an ocean of mis/dis/mal/information out there to navigate, so I’ve…
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A Mostly Peaceful Depopulation
Notes for My Corona Investigative Committee Interview
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Letter to the Washington State Board of Health
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Want to make a one-time donation? You can treat me to Ko-fi or buy
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Write a comment…
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The King Dec 11 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

“Narrative Believer” sounds better than “Idiot.”

18 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

1 reply

Regina Dec 11 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

In Greek mythology Cassandra is given the gift of prophecy but cursed because no one will believe her. In

one version she warns the Trojans to beware of Greeks bearing gifts. Dealing with narrative believers is

akin to being a Cassandra. Beware of governments bearing vaccines.
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